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Skilfully matched by Rickety Bridge’s winemaking
and culinary team, the Panna Cottas' distinctive

flavours bring out the wines' natural flavour
profiles. The pairing includes four Panna Cottas &
wines and can be enjoyed in the morning or the

afternoon.

WINE BLENDING EXPERIENCE
This interactive wine blending session is aimed
at both wine novices and enthusiasts alike. The
Rickety Bridge team will provide everything you
need and coach you in the process of making

your own bottle of wine, along with a
personalised wine label.

Guests get to take it to the next level, by making,
bottling, corking and labelling their own red or

white blend in a 1.5l magnum bottle. Followed by a
delicious-tasting plate paired meal at Paulina's
Restaurant. Lastly, they will receive a branded

apron as a souvenir.

PREMIUM WINE 
BLENDING EXPERIENCE

Indulge yourself in a cheese and wine pairing
carefully curated by our team. The tasting includes

four wines across our various ranges as well as
four local kinds of cheese.
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TRADITION MEETS MODERNITY
AT RICKETY BRIDGE 

WINE ESTATE 

Located between the Dassenberg Mountain
and the Franschhoek River, the vineyard

blends perfectly into an almost picturesque
panorama. Rickety Bridge is a winery with a

long standing tradition.

From Panna Cotta and Wine Pairings to
Cheese and Wine Pairings, we offer tailored

experiences at Rickety Bridge. Bring the kids,
friends and family. Come for a day visit or

spend the night in Luxury Winelands
Accommodation.

SABRAGE EXPERIENCE
Attempt the ancient art of Sabrage with the

assistance of your ambassador. The experience
includes the sabrage of a bottle of Cap Classique

and a glass of Brut Rosé to celebrate.

KIDDIES PAIRING
Our limited edition kiddies pairing includes: 

Apple Juice & Sour Worms
 Crème Soda  & Wine Gums

Strawberry Milk & Smarties

NON-ALCOHOLIC PAIRING
Our non-alcoholic pairing consists of three

flavoured ice teas and three corresponding snacks. 

POTJIEKOS
EXPERIENCE

A “potjiekos” (meaning
“small pot food”) is a

meal cooked in a cast-
iron pot knownOur

potjiekos experience
offers a one-of-a-kind

cooking experience, this
is a foodie adventure

you won't want to miss.
Cook your own potjie
under the guidance of

our team. 


